SR-Evaluate

It is easy to work in Survey&Report but there might be occasions when you who represent a big organization, because of big process flows and lack of time, need to make it even easier. For those occasions we have developed the plug-in SR-Evaluate! The function also facilitates the integration with other systems and makes further automations possible.

Simplify

The idea when we developed SR-Evaluate was to automate as much as possible of your and your organisation’s work.

The function is a support in order to create simplified processes of surveys created in big and repeated volumes, for example course evaluations and repeated quality measurements. Everything is gathered in one place and you can easily create surveys and reports from many different templates. Double administration is avoided and you save time – and the best part is that you do it with just a few clicks!

The Evaluate wizard helps you to see exactly what is done of the construction, and what is left to do, which means you never have to search in menus or wonder what to do next when you create surveys and reports in SR-Evaluate.

The function also keeps track of what was last done when creating the survey, and therefore you don’t have to through already managed steps when logging in to the program to resume the work.

Automate the process flow even further

SR-Evaluate offers you a simple integration with other systems which makes further automations of the process flow possible. The parts which can be automated are the creation of the survey, the creation of the report and the transmission of respondents to the survey. This is how the steps are automated:

The survey
By using a synchronizing module the information which the program needs in order to put together a survey is imported. The survey can then be created on a set time and date.

The respondents
An external database with respondents is integrated with Survey&Report, which means respondents by help of a synchronizing module is transmitted into the program. Surveys are automatically sent to the respondents assigned to it.

The report
If a report template has been created a report will be put together by the end of the publication period and sent to preselected recipients.